Disconnect wire band type hose clip from firewall mounted filter and remove inlet and outlet hose. Pull the original equipment petrol filter its mounting clip or bracket.

Remove mounting clip / bracket from firewall by removing threaded mounting bolt (see exploded diagram above) NOTE: Retain bolt, lock washer and metal reinforcing washer so that these may be reassembled to the new mounting clip included in the Z174K kit.

Position bolt, lock washer reinforcing washer and the two rubber isolation washers as per exploded diagram above. Reposition mounting clip / bracket to engine compartment firewall by threaded bolt into tapped nut on firewall.

Install Ryco Z92 plastic inline filter into retaining clip / bracket with inlet and outlet pipes at the same attitude as the filter previously removed, NOTE: Ensure that the flange on the Z92 filter fits into the mating slot in the clip.

Reconnect hoses to filter: It is recommended that the original equipment wire hose clips be discarded in favour of the two metal band clamps provided in this kit. wire clamps while secure, in time have a tendency to damage the fuel delivery hoses and are not necessary for sealing with the Z92 filter, the band type clip provides quite adequate retention properties for this filter.

Start engine and check for leaks, Future petrol filter replacements require only the use of normal Z92 filter.